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Learning Objectives

● Highlight the importance of preparing now

● Analyze the repercussions if you’re not prepared

● Discuss what you should be doing now through the end of the year to 
ensure your practice is ready

● Identify what resources are available to support you



Be Prepared



Why is Preparation so Important?

● Providers focus first on giving care

● Payment depends on:
○ Choosing the most appropriate E/M code
○ Documenting appropriately to support the code chosen

● These coding changes have impacts on:
○ How, what, and when work is done by the provider
○ Billing workflows



Why is Preparation so Important?

● There is no “grace period” where we can do this both the old and new 
ways

● The track completely switches on 1/1/2021

● Confidence impacts the stress of change:
○ “We got this”  vs
○ “Help, I don’t have time to read the information, tell me what code to pick?”

● Lack of knowledge and understanding allows for:
○ Undercoding: “I’m not sure, so I’ll just be safe”
○ Overcoding: “This feels like a 99215”
○ Under-documenting: at risk for take backs in audits
○ Over-documenting: decreases provider efficiency



Impacts of Being Inadequately Prepared

● If your team is not aligned and working in “synch” you may create 
unintentional chaos
○ Providers may leave notes unfinished
○ Billers may not be confident to know when work is “done”
○ Can impact your cash flow if claims are delayed or inaccurate

● Your revenue may be reduced

● Your risk of auditing and take backs may be increased
○ If your E/M distribution changes substantially
○ If your E/M distribution is significantly different from peers

● Your team may feel even more stress/burnout because of changes they 
don’t understand



Expect Improved Revenue in 2021



How Does CMS Calculate Fee Schedules?

CMS determines the final relative value unit (RVU) for each code, which is 
then multiplied by the annual conversion factor (a dollar amount) to 
yield the national average fee. Rates are adjusted according to 
geographic indices based on provider locality.



Improved Revenue from Where?

● CY 2021 Physician Fee Schedule Proposed Rule with Comment Period
○ Still “proposed”
○ Was intended to increase payment to “thinking” and primary care 

providers
○ Must adhere to “budget neutrality” regulations

● Multiple professional societies are arguing that in the time of a 
pandemic/Public Health Emergency, this is not the time to negatively 
impact any speciality if we want to improve patient access to care

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched
https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/proposed-policy-payment-and-quality-provisions-changes-medicare-physician-fee-schedule-calendar-year-4


Proposed Increase in wRVUs for E/M Services



Proposed Cut in Conversion Factor



More $$ for Pediatricians, Really?

● Even if conversion factor is implemented as proposed
● Even if nothing else changes, including E/M coding distribution patterns

Expect 2-4% increase in pediatrician payments in 2021 

● Vaccine Administration Code Proposed Changes

https://www.aappublications.org/news/2020/08/07/immunizationcoding080720


More $$ for Pediatricians, Really?

Vaccine Administration Code Proposed Changes

https://www.aappublications.org/news/2020/08/07/immunizationcoding080720


But This is MediCARE

● Many contracts base their payment rates on a % of Medicare Rates

● Some contracts change annually with Medicare, but some are based on a 
specific year of Medicare payment rates

● Some contracts are fixed amounts and do not change with Medicare

● Start by:
○ Pulling out your contracts and understanding what they say
○ Making a plan to renegotiate/update where necessary
○ Making a plan to reach out to the payers when we know the final rule



Before You Spend that Money…
Let’s Review Your Preparation Checklist



September: Already Accomplished?

❏ Designate a point person to lead this critical effort for the practice

❏ Purchase a subscription to the AAP Coding Newsletter

❏ Communicate with every provider and make them attest that they have 
watched this video

❏ Share this AMA resource with all providers and hold a practice meeting to 
discuss

❏ Agree on an office education plan and block out the appropriate time to 
implement

https://www.aap.org/en-us/professional-resources/practice-transformation/getting-paid/Coding-at-the-AAP/Pages/Pediatric-Coding-Newsletter.aspx
https://youtu.be/-WJx63RYCHo
https://www.ama-assn.org/system/files/2019-06/cpt-office-prolonged-svs-code-changes.pdf


October: In Progress?

❏ Review provider workflow and identify where work related to a visit is not 
done on the date

❏ Agree on adjustment of provider schedule to be more realistic about 
same-day review, chart prep, and documentation - and implement the 
effective date

❏ Discuss billing workflows with your billing team that have implications for 
note finalization and billing status

❏ Create a plan for any change in billing workflows and confirm an effective 
date to implement that plan



October: In Progress?

❏ Perform a review of E/M coding distribution trends per provider for 2019 
and for the first 3 quarters of 2020 (likely not representative based on 
COVID-impacts) and share that data with your providers

❏ Execute provider deep-dive education on Time Based Coding

❏ Discuss with providers the impact of new time coding rules and potential 
impact to the bottom line



November and Beyond...

Stay tuned for more granular content on making sure you complete your 
preparation!



Time Reminder: Established Patients

● 99212: 10-19 minutes of total time is spent on the date of the encounter

● 99213: 20-29 minutes of total time is spent on the date of the encounter

● 99214: 30-39 minutes of total time is spent on the date of the encounter

● 99215: 40-54 minutes of total time is spent on the date of the encounter



Time Reminder

● Only time spent on same day as visit counts

● Only clinical time (yes, note writing counts)

● Only provider time

● Can’t “double dip” something that already has its own CPT code



MDM

● This is going to be the biggest challenge for pediatricians

● Must meet level for 2/3 sections: 
○ Problems addressed
○ Data reviewed/analyzed
○ Risk

● Can’t just list problems, must address them

● Can’t just “assume” there is an independent historian, must specifically 
state it

● Templates only go so far here



New Living Pediatric Resource

https://services.aap.org/en/practice-management/2021-office-based-em-changes/faqs-2021-office-based-em-changes/


Resources

● AMA CPT Guideline Changes
● AAP News Article on Upcoming Changes
● AAP Coding Newsletter
● AAPC Article about 2021 Coding Changes
● E/M University 2021 Changes online course
● AAP FAQ Living Document
● Pediatric Success Series Quarterly Spotlight Page 

https://www.ama-assn.org/system/files/2019-06/cpt-office-prolonged-svs-code-changes.pdf
https://www.aappublications.org/news/2020/05/01/coding050120
https://www.aap.org/en-us/professional-resources/practice-transformation/getting-paid/Coding-at-the-AAP/Pages/Pediatric-Coding-Newsletter.aspx
https://www.aapc.com/evaluation-management/em-codes-changes-2021.aspx
https://emuniversity.com/2021.html
https://services.aap.org/en/practice-management/2021-office-based-em-changes/faqs-2021-office-based-em-changes/
https://www.officepracticum.com/quarterly-pediatric-focus
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Our Mission:  
Improving Health Through Technology

We are committed to providing 
the best pediatric technology, 
resources, and community to 
drive practice success and 
quality patient outcomes.

The OP Way



Time vs MDM



Adding Descriptors to Diagnoses/Problems



Documentation Shortcuts to Increasing MDM



Coordination of Care



Reviewing Information



Thank you!


